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ABSTRACT
Pedagogical content knowledge exerts significant driving influence in educational research of teachers. PCK is a basic guarantee for teachers to become expert educators. For physics teachers, PCK is a knowledge synthesis which is developed in a specific teaching situation. PCK development of physics teachers needs the accumulation of time and experience. There are many methods to develop physics teachers’ PCK, such as self-study, teaching reflection and school-based educational research.
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Introduction
During the study on the professional development process of teachers, the concept of Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) proposed by L. Shulman [1,2] plays an important role in the educational research of teachers. Shulman holds that PCK is a kind of knowledge regarding how teachers could organize, adjust and present subject knowledge and conduct effective education in allusion to different interests and abilities of students when facing specific subject theme. Shulman also proposes different thinking modes to the basic knowledge of teachers [3]. In those modes, Shulman concludes PCK as a category of basic knowledge mastered by teachers, which includes subject knowledge, curriculum knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. Many scholars have successively conducted study on PCK from the perspective of the connotation and feature of PCK, how to understand the PCK of teachers, the origin and development of teachers’ PCK etc. As a result, PCK exerts significant driving influence in educational research of teachers [4-8].

PCK is a kind of knowledge used by teachers in real teaching situations, which is different from pure subject knowledge and general pedagogic knowledge [9]. It is the core of teachers' specialized knowledge. Hence, one of the cores of teacher professional development is the development of PCK. As an important part of teachers' specialized knowledge, PCK is a basic guarantee for teachers to become expert educators.

Conception of PCK of physics teachers
The traditional physics teacher education in China does not well handle the relationship between “educational nature” and "academic nature”. Consequently, those qualified physics teachers are far from enough to meet the demand of curriculum reform of basic education. PCK provides an effective method for educational reform of physics teachers.

For physics teachers, PCK is a knowledge synthesis which is developed in a specific teaching situation. Physics teachers’ PCK includes knowledge of teaching beliefs, knowledge of physics curricula, knowledge of students’ thinking and learning about physics, knowledge of effective instructional strategies for physics topics, knowledge of students’ physics learning evaluation [10]. PCK development of physics teachers needs the accumulation of time and experience; besides, the generation and development of PCK are influenced by key events and figures [11]. Physics teachers have many methods to obtain PCK [12-14], such as reflection on their own teaching, peer/colleague cooperation, read professional and educational books, participation in open class and teaching master competitions, network learning, participation in educational research, experts’ influence, pre-service training education, in-service education, attending academic conferences. These sources played different role in obtaining PCK.

Our surveyed results demonstrated that reflection on their own teaching, peer/colleague cooperation, read professional and educational books, participation in open class and teaching master competitions are the most important methods to develop PCK. Network learning, participation in educational research, experts’ influence, pre-service training education and in-service education are general sources of PCK. Experiences as primary, secondary and college students are the least important methods to obtain PCK.

The PCK acquisition of physics teachers is a dynamic process. It cannot be naturally acquired through the accumulation of physics expertise and general teaching knowledge. It is distinctly featured by individual, subject and context. With implicitness and indirectness, PCK requires teachers to constantly explore in specific situations, synthesize knowledge and make innovations. Therefore, no optimal method can directly instruct PCK to teachers. The construction of PCK for teachers is a relatively complex process.

Development Strategies of Physics Teachers’Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Active self-study to improve knowledge level of profession and educational theory
Advanced educational idea is the prerequisite for the success of physics curriculum reform as well as the driving force for the profession development of physics teachers. Through initiative study, physics teachers can update and enrich their knowledge of educational theory, improve the quality of educational theory and learn to use educational theory to direct
their own educational behaviors, so as to improve the quality of physics education [16]. The study of physics teachers should be flexible, well planned, optional and critical. Physics teachers could take advantage of various learning methods, such as reading the relevant books, learning through Interest, discussing with partners and colleagues, participating in subject research concerning teaching and academic conferences etc. During the learning process, physics teachers should pay attention to the leading trend of physics development, reform achievement of physics education as well as scientific education and teaching, students' learning status in physics etc.

In order to seriously and systematically study educational and teaching theory regarding new curriculum, physics teachers should systematically read books related to education and natural science such as physics teaching theory, physics pedagogy, pedagogy, psychology, learning psychology etc. Via Internet, physics teachers could skim various scientific websites, education websites, education blogs and electronic journal to timely acquire information concerning physics education and teaching. For example, the remote studies of primary and middle school teachers which are held every year provides a favorable platform of learning and communication for physics teachers. Physics teachers who participate in training can discuss with each other under the guidance of specialists in terms of concrete physics teaching issues. In such a process, physics teachers can be directed to integrate modern education technology with subject teaching.

Through initiative self-study, physics teachers can further their comprehension in specialized knowledge of physics such as the essence, concepts and rules of physics, know about the reasons of knowledge, display the formation process of knowledge through proper ways, reveal the connotation and essence, and adeptly conduct knowledge application and extension. Through study, physics teachers can deeply understand the knowledge of physics curriculum, grasp modern education concepts and develop their own capacity of lifelong learning.

Active teaching reflection to promote the integration among all factors of PCK

Teaching reflection is an important method to promote the mutual integration, adjustment and reconstitution of PCK factors for physics teachers. Teaching reflection of physics teachers refers to the positive, constant, thorough, deep and self-regulatory reflections of teachers on education and teaching activities which have already happened or are happening as well as culture, theory and assumption behind those activities. During the reflection process, physics teachers could find and clearly represent teaching and education issues encountered by them, and actively look for various methods to solve those issues. As a result, physics teachers could improve their teaching practice, and give more rationality to teaching practice. The quality of students can be promoted; meanwhile, the expertise of teachers can also be developed [17]. The formation process of teachers' PCK is simultaneous with the reflection process of teaching, and the relevant methods are also consistent. To some degree, PCK is formed in such a simultaneity and consistency [18].

The teaching reflection content of physics teachers may have different directions [19], which mainly include classroom teaching, development of students, development of teachers, teaching practice and teaching reform. Reflection on classroom teaching. After class, physics teachers should analyze and evaluate their own teaching activities, including the effect of lesson preparation, analysis and treatment of key points and difficulties in teaching, application of teaching methods and strategies, comprehensive control of various teaching links, emergency treatment, quality of classroom teaching etc. Through reflection, teachers could find their own merit and demerit in physics teaching, improve their recognition in classroom teaching, gradually condense their education concepts in physics and improve their physics teaching strategy.

Reflection on the development of students. The reflection of physics teachers should not be restricted to themselves, and the development status of students in physics learning needs reflecting as well, so as to implement teaching purposefully. During the reflection process, teachers should put students in the dominant position, reflect their own teaching behaviors as well as the background education concepts based on how to make students learn to study, and reflect whether their teaching methods are successful and effective based on whether the learning behaviors of students are improved [20]. Reflections on physics learning of students mainly include: the effect of learning evaluation, the achievement made by students in physics study as well as the development of various abilities, the cultivation of students' interest and learning method in physics, and the healthy mentality and personality development of students.

Reflection on teaching practice. Physics teachers also need to reflect all teaching practice related to physics education and teaching. Physics teachers reflect their practice experience, summarize their practice experience of physics education as well as progress degree, in order to improve their own teaching behavior and make the practice and recognition more reasonable. The reflection on teaching practice specifically include three aspects. Firstly, the reflection concerns the specialized knowledge in physics and teaching capacity owned by teachers. Secondly, the reflection concerns personality charm and self-image of teachers. Thirdly, the reflection concerns issues regarding salary of teachers.

Reflection on reform of physics curriculum. Physics teachers should pay attention to not only the reform of physics curriculum, education and examination system, but also the reform of macroscopic education system. Physics teachers need to reflect the effect of curriculum reform with the combination of their own physics education experience, and the factors that have an effect on curriculum reform, such as the knowledge and capacity basis of students, the attitude held by parents of students, the atmosphere of schools, the support degree of society on curriculum reform etc.

Reflection on interpersonal relationship. In the process of teaching activities, physics teachers need to interact with students; besides, they might have various relationships with others, including colleagues, leaders, parents, specialists etc. Hence, physics teachers should reflect the influence on them brought by various interpersonal relationships which are relevant to physics education. For example, physics teachers should reflect teaching methods of colleagues or famous teachers which are worthy of reference, gains obtained from the cooperation with colleagues, evaluation made by students and their parents etc. Reflection on interpersonal relationship can help physics teachers not only form harmonious interpersonal relationship, but also improve physics education and promote the development of PCK.

During the reflection process, physics teachers should make timely record and summary, and combine reflection, record and summary together [21]. Physics teachers can also record their reflection on physics education and teaching in the form of teaching diary, teaching case report or monographic study papers, in order to better accumulate PCK [22].
Active school-based educational research activity to improve the quality of PCK roundly

Through teaching reflection, physics teachers will have a comprehensive understanding on their own physics teaching activities, including the merits and demerits of teaching as well as the existing problems. Consequently, physics teachers can consider how to solve those problems. School-based education research is an effective way to solve those problems. Through school-based education research, physics teachers could integrate their daily teaching with education research. If physics teachers can implement physics teaching with the consciousness of research, inspect various elements, links and even the whole process in physics teaching and education from a research perspective and reflect, criticize and analyze teaching and education activities, their attainment of educational theory and teaching capacity can be roundly improved; meanwhile, the development of PCK can also be promoted [23].

School-based educational research is a kind of activity which takes the problems and phenomenon in teaching and education as the research object, the teachers as the subject, the subject group and the teaching research group as the basis, and the action research and the narrative research as the major methods [24]. School-based physics research and teaching conducted by physics teachers can effectively combine various education resources in school. In this way, the passive position of physics teachers in obedience and execution under the context of new curriculum reform can be changed, and the dominant role of physics teachers can thus be fulfilled. Besides, school-based educational research is beneficial to structure a teaching mode which can embody the concept of new physics curriculum, and helps physics teachers to form education experience and talent which can control physics education.

The forms of school-based educational research on physics are quite flexible. The major activities include activities of teaching research group, training on specialized knowledge, research on lesson case, research on subject, research on educational narration, research on education behaviors, development of school-based curriculum, theme forum etc [16].

Physics teachers should take an active part in various teaching and researching activities organized by teaching research group, such as collective preparation for lessons, demonstration class, public class, study for theory, special lectures, subject research, special discussion, extracurricular activities, forums for teaching and researching. As a result, the class teaching skills of teachers can be exercised, meanwhile, their education concepts, teaching ideas and art can thus be promoted and perfected, so do their teaching skills. The education research of physics teachers can use the problems found in their reflection as the "task", follow the procedures and steps of scientific research, carry out action research and narrative research and improve their conceptual knowledge on education practice.

In teaching and researching activities, physics teachers have more opportunities to communicate with colleagues and specialists. During the communication process, through consultation and cooperation, discussion and debate, physics teachers could subtly transfer their comprehension, inspiration, intuition and knacks on physics education and teaching to their partners, at the same time, they also absorb knowledge shared by others. Through school-based educational research, teachers could clarify their confusion and doubt in their physics education practice, solve practical problems, and transform the teaching behaviors of teachers to knowledge system with explicit content and clear logic. In this way, the quality of PCK can be improved roundly.

Conclusion

The PCK of physics is distinctly featured by individual, subject and context. PCK is beneficial for physics teachers and physics education to link up "educational nature" and "academic nature", so as to improve the overall quality of physics teacher team. The acquisition of physics teachers' PCK is a dynamic process, which runs through the life-long learning process of teachers. The development of PCK can effectively promote the professional development of teachers. Through initiative self-study, regular reflection on teaching and active participation in teaching and researching activities, the PCK of physics teachers can be effectively developed.
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